We present a comprehensive observational study of haloes around planetary nebulae (PNe). Deep Hα+ [N II] and/or [O III] narrow-band images have been obtained for 35 PNe, and faint extended haloes have been newly discovered in the following 10 objects: Cn 1-5, IC 2165, IC 2553, NGC 2792, NGC 2867, NGC 3918, NGC 5979, NGC 6578, PB 4, and possibly IC 1747. New deep images have also been obtained of other known or suspected haloes, including the huge extended emission around NGC 3242 and Sh 2-200. In addition, the literature was searched, and together with the new observations an improved data base containing some 50 PN haloes has been compiled.
and beyond. In particular, many spherical and elliptical PNe are known to display multiple shells around their central stars (e.g. Jewitt, Danielson & Jupferman 1986; Chu, Jacoby & Arendt 1987) . The luminosity and surface brightness profiles of these shells are varied, and a complex and inhomogeneous nomenclature has been used in the literature to indicate them -cores, rims, attached and detached shells, crowns, haloes, etc.; see, for example, Chu et al. (1987) and Balick et al. (1992) .
In the past, attempts have been made to link directly the location and kinematical ages of multiple shells in PNe with the occurrence of distinct mass-loss episodes during the AGB (e.g. Trimble & Sackmann 1978; Frank, van der Veen & Balick 1994; Hajian et al. 1997) . Nowadays, we know that this is generally not correct, as the observed structure of a PN is the complex result of the combined action of hydrodynamical and radiative processes both during the AGB and the post-AGB phases. Any interpretation of the morphological components of PNe should therefore rely on detailed radiation-hydrodynamical modelling, as shown by, for example, .
These modern radiation-hydrodynamical simulations provide us with the tool to understand the formation and evolution of PNe with multiple shells. In this paper, we attempt a comprehensive study of the observational properties of the faint, ionized haloes found in a number of elliptical PNe. After providing a theoretical and operational definition of haloes (Section 2), we present the result of a deep observational campaign that has allowed us to discover a significant number of new PN haloes (Section 3.1). Then we revise all the observational data available in the literature (Section 3.2), add them to the new discoveries and build an updated, significantly enlarged sample of PN haloes (Section 3.3). Their images are displayed in a pictorial atlas presented in Section 3.4. The SB profiles of the PNe and their haloes are discussed in Section 4, and the statistical properties of the haloes are presented in Section 5. Section 6 contains notes on individual objects, and Section 7 the summary and conclusions. Note that, in this work, we consider only PNe in which the main nebula and halo are spherical or ellipsoidal, rejecting highly collimated objects such as bipolar PNe. The preliminary results have been presented by .
D E F I N I T I O N O F P N H A L O E S
Following the models of, for example, Marten & Schönberner (1991) , Mellema (1994) or Schönberner et al. (1997) , a 'standard' spherical PN can be sketched.
Around the evolving, hot central stellar remnant, the combined action of photoionization and wind interaction causes the formation of a double-shell inner nebula. This is composed of a bright inner rim, which is the result of the interaction of the post-AGB wind with the slow AGB one, and an outer fainter shell which is set up by photoionization during the early stages of evolution. The shell has a typical linearly decreasing surface brightness (SB) profile. In the past, this shell has been sometimes called the 'attached shell' (e.g. Chu et al. 1987) .
Around the inner double-shell nebula, a large photoionized halo is expected to be found. This halo has a SB some 10 3 times fainter than the inner rim+shell, and still contains information about the AGB mass-loss history . Hereafter, we therefore call it the AGB halo. In particular, its edge is the signature of the last thermal pulse on the AGB, so that [O III] image of NGC 2022, obtained at the 3.5-m NTT, on a log intensity scale. The picture is a combination of short (inner inset image) and deep (full picture) exposures. The intensity levels for the greyscale display of the inner nebula are 250 times higher than for the halo. The vertical band in the deep image corresponds to the gap between the two-CCD mosaic of the NTT imager SUSI2. Bottom: SB profiles of the inner nebula and halo along PA =35 • . the halo kinematical age can tell us how many years ago the thermal pulse occurred.
This simplified sketch, illustrated in Fig. 1 by the case of NGC 2022, applies to a large fraction of the life of a 'standard' PN, except for its earliest and latest evolutionary phases. In the early phases, the central-star wind power is still small, and the PN consists virtually of only one expanding shell set up by photoionization (cf. . In the latest stages, another important dynamical effect occurs when the stellar luminosity drops in its post-AGB evolution: recombination sets in, and the (attached) shell evolves toward a 'detached', limb-brightened configuration that might be confused, on a pure morphological basis, with a real AGB halo. These are called recombination haloes (Corradi et al. 2000) , and clearly do not trace any AGB mass-loss event; see also Tylenda (1986) .
In this paper, we focus our attention on AGB haloes. From an observational point of view, according to the picture above, the following operational criteria have been adopted to select PNe haloes from CCD images:
(i) the halo is limb brightened, or 'detached' according to the terminology in Chu et al. (1987) ;
(ii) its SB must be of the order of 10 −2 -10 −4 (or even lower than) that of the peak emission in the inner nebula;
(iii) the halo is at least twice as big as the inner rim (except for very evolved objects);
(iv) if a nebula has a low-luminosity central star, looks evolved in its morphology (e.g. has a broad, diffuse rim), the Zanstra temperature T Z (HI) T Z (HeII) in the inner nebular regions (cf. Tylenda 1986), and its halo has a SB some 10 −2 that of the rim; we propose it as a candidate PN with a recombination halo.
Points (i)-(iii) guarantee that the halo is not confused with the inner shell, which is generally smaller, much brighter (having a SB a few tenths of the peak of the inner rim), and with a typical linear SB profile.
We stress that the aim of the operational definitions above is to draw a sample of candidate AGB haloes out of the large image data base of PNe available to date. For the interpretations in terms of mass-loss history and evolutionary state, we must employ modern radiation-hydrodynamics computations which follow the evolution of the combined system, consisting of the star and its wind envelope, in a most consistent way. Such computations are under way and will be presented in the near future.
T H E H A L O E S DATA BA S E

New observations
Narrow-band CCD images of Southern PNe were obtained at ESO La Silla (Chile) during several runs from 1999 to 2001 at the 3.5-m NTT using the imagers EMMI or SUSI2, and in 1997 at the 1.54-m DAN telescope using DFOSC. The observations of northern PNe were carried out at La Palma (Spain) from 2000 to 2002 at the 1-m JKT using the JAG camera, at the 2.5-m INT using its Wide Field Camera, and at the 2.6-m NOT using the ALFOSC multi-mode instrument.
For doublet at λ = 500.7 and 495.9 nm. Exposures were split into several subexposures to limit the effects caused by oversaturation of the inner bright nebula (i.e. charge overflow). With the same aim, in deep images at the NTT the inner nebula was positioned in the gap between the two CCDs of the SUSI2 mosaic camera.
Exposure times and detection limits are not fully homogeneous. As a general rule, we aimed to get >10 5 detector counts in the peak SB of the inner nebulae, to allow for detection of extended haloes at least one thousand times fainter. Note, however, that the detection of haloes also depends on other factors, such as the amount of instrumental scattered light as discussed in Section 4.1.
Images were reduced in a standard way using the IRAF and MIDAS packages. The observations with the Wide Field Camera of the INT were partially reduced by Greimel through an automatic pipeline. Absolute flux calibration is available for a small subset of images. A log of the observations is presented in Table 1 .
In total, we obtained images for 35 PNe. Haloes fulfilling the criteria in Section 2 were newly discovered in the following 10 PNe: Cn 1-5, IC 2165, IC 2553, NGC 2792, NGC 2867, NGC 3918, NGC 5979, NGC 6578, PB 4, and possibly IC 1747. A brief description of these new haloes is presented in Section 6. New images of a number of haloes previously known from the literature were also obtained to improve or complement the information available so far. Uncertain cases and non-detections are discussed in Section 3.3.
Literature data
There are a number of observational papers in the literature dealing with extended morphological structures called haloes; see, for example, the surveys of Jewitt et al. (1986) , Chu et al. (1987) , Balick et al. (1992) and Hajian et al. (1997) . However, as remarked in Section 1, in the past the term 'halo' has been widely used to indicate quite a different kind of structure in PNe; see, for example, the use of the word 'halo' to indicate 'shells' in Palen et al. (2002) . For our literature search, we stand with the definition given in Section 2 and reject all cases that do not fulfil it. Some objects whose inner nebula and halo are extremely irregular (e.g. NGC 3699; Hua, Dopita & Martinis 1998) were also conservatively rejected.
Relevant observations (mainly imaging) were found in some 30 articles, from which the basic properties of the inner nebulae and haloes have been extracted, such as their morphology, sizes and SB. 60 original CCD images from these works were kindly provided by the authors, and added to our observational data base of PNe haloes. Basic information about this additional set of CCD frames is listed in Table 2 ; note that some of the images were obtained under poor seeing conditions.
The final sample of PN haloes
In Table 3 , we present the basic data for the sample of PNe haloes drawn out from both our new observations and the literature search. This is a basic resource to confront theoretical models. Using the criteria given in Section 2, the objects have been divided into the following groups:
(i) Circular or slightly elliptical AGB haloes (21 PNe)
These fulfil the definition in Section 2 and are fairly circular, allowing a straightforward measure of their size and SB profile. Telescope acronyms: Source codes: (ii) Highly asymmetrical AGB haloes (6 PNe) Haloes that otherwise fulfil the criteria in Section 2 but have a significantly aspherical morphology are considered separately. Their shape might be determined by 'internal' factors, such as stellar rotation, magnetic fields or binary interactions in their AGB progenitors, or even by 'external' factors, such as interaction with the interstellar medium (ISM) for fast moving progenitors (cf. Villaver, Manchado & García-Segura 2000; Villaver 2001 ).
(iii) Candidate recombination haloes (5 PNe)
The PNe in this category contain low luminosity stars, i.e. they are in an evolutionary status in which recombination haloes are expected to form.
(iv) Uncertain or peculiar cases (17 PNe)
We list here all cases in which the halo is irregular and its size not well defined, or the observational information is not sufficient to discern whether the outermost shell is an AGB halo, a shell, a recombination halo or ionized ISM, or some other cases in which the images available are not deep enough to completely exclude the presence of a halo.
(v) Non-detections (11 PNe)
These are all PNe for which deep images are available, but no halo is found to a level of 10 −3 the peak SB of the inner nebula.
In Table 3 , beside the names of the PNe, the radii r of their various shells (rims, shells and haloes) are indicated. Radii were measured in the CCD images, or when lacking from hard-copy images in the original papers. In the case of slightly elongated structures, we give the average of the long and short axes. For the rims, the radius of the peak emission is quoted. For the shells, the radius at which the extrapolated SB profile falls to zero is given. It is found that, in some cases, the radius of the shell is uncertain, depending on several factors such as the emission line considered and the resolution of the observations -compare, for example, the image of NGC 6826 in Guerrero, Villaver & Manchado (1998) with that of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) by Balick et al. (1998) . This explains some of the discrepancies between the sizes quoted in this paper and those in Stanghellini & Pasquali (1995) and Hajian et al. (1997) . For haloes, we quote the radius of the ridge of the limb-brightened structures. When possible, radii for all shells refer to the Hα+[N II] emission. Note that, in several cases, two 'genuine' AGB haloes are found in the same nebula (among them the newly discovered cases Cn 1-5, IC 2165, NGC 2867, PB 4). In NGC 2438 and 6720, we propose instead that there is one recombination and one AGB halo. These are discussed in Section 5.3. For NGC 3587, 6853 and 7293, we propose that the observed halo is a recombination halo, while the AGB halo is not observed, being probably below the detection limit of the present observations.
The atlas of narrow-band images of PN haloes
A picture gallery of the best available images of all different categories of haloes is presented in Figs 5-16 . PNe are displayed in alphabetical order, and the reference to the original images can be found in the last column of Tables 1 and 2 . For six PNe in Table 3 -He 2-119 (Hua et al. 1998 ), IC 1454 (Balick et al. 1992 ), NGC 40 (Meaburn et al. 1996) , NGC 6803 (Balick et al. 1992 ), NGC 6853 (Balick et al. 1992 ) and NGC 6891 (Guerrero et al. 2000 ) -we could not collect the images presented in the original literature works, and therefore they are not shown in the atlas. The images of the non-detections listed in Table 3 are also not shown in the atlas.
All grey-scale images in the atlas are on a logarithmic intensity scale, except for NGC 6826. Different intensity scales are used for the inner and outer regions of the PNe in order to show the bright rim, shell and halo in the same picture. In all images, north is at the top and east to the left. As mentioned in Section 3.1, in deep images at the NTT the inner nebula was positioned in the gap between the two CCDs of the SUSI2 mosaic camera, but a shorter image with the inner nebula well exposed and centred on one of the CCDs is also available and displayed in the atlas.
S U R FAC E B R I G H T N E S S P RO F I L E S
SB profiles for the rims, shells and haloes of the PNe in Table 3 SB profiles were generally measured along the short and long axes of the rim of the nebula (solid and dotted lines in the plots, respectively). In some PNe, either the short or long axis was replaced by a different position angle (dashed lines), chosen along a specific, particularly interesting direction (such as the direction of the maximum halo brightness). In circular and symmetrical objects, only one representative SB profile was extracted. The selected position angles are indicated in the captions of Figs 17-21 . The width of the extraction slit was chosen, in most cases, to be 2.5 arcsec, in order to obtain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio while keeping the width much smaller than the size of the inner nebula. In large nebulae of low SB, the extraction width was increased up to 7.5 arcsec. Field stars that overlap the extraction slits were removed using the task imedit in IRAF (some residuals of the subtraction might show up for few objects in very crowded fields).
Each SB profile was normalized to the average of the two peaks of the rim along that particular direction. Thus, the normalization factor depends on the position angle chosen. Note that the emission of the inner rim is strongly saturated in most deep exposures. Short exposures taken next to long ones, scaled using the instrumental magnitude of several unsaturated field stars, were used to determine the SB of the rims and shells and to link them to the deep images in order to determine the normalization factor to apply to the SB of the haloes.
Instrumental scattered light
A major limitation in detecting and studying AGB haloes in PNe is scattered light from the inner, bright bodies of the nebulae. Haloes have a SB 10 3 times (or even more) lower than the rims, so that they might be confused with the extended wings of the emission of the inner nebula. King (1971) concluded that the profile of a stellar image can be described by a Gaussian core followed by an exponential drop and, in the outermost regions, by an extended aureole whose luminosity decreases with the inverse-square of the distance. The origin of each separate part of the profile, and in particular of the extended aureole, is not clear. In our CCD images, we first notice that the amount of emission around the central regions of PNe depends on the telescope/instrument used. This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 2 with a comparison of the Hα+[N II] images of NGC 6826 taken at the 2.5-m INT and 1-m JKT. These are displayed using the same intensity scale, and obtained in the same observatory with very similar seeing and weather conditions (the only difference is the signal-tonoise ratio in the two images, but this does not affect the following conclusion). It is clear that the halo in the image from the 1-m JKT is polluted with a large amount of scattered light that must originate within the optics of the telescope, instrument and/or CCD camera.
Thus, any extended, amorphous structure observed around PNe in deep images should be suspected of being an instrumental artefact. As illustrated by our image atlas of Figs 5-16 , all haloes are limb brightened or at least have a rather sharp edge, and all of them present substructures such as ridges, clumps or azimuthal variations of the SB. This is an important point, as papers exist in the literature where haloes are claimed to be found, but their structureless SB distribution would instead suggest that they are just the extended wings of the emission of the central body of the nebula.
For this reason, in the present observational study of PN haloes we consider to be 'non-detections' all the PNe in which the extended emission seen around the rims and shells does not show a clear edge nor obvious substructures. This is the case of the PNe listed at the end of Table 3 . Our choice is supported by the following points: (i) the SB profiles for the 'non-detections' have the same slope for different PNe observed with the same telescope; (ii) the profiles have different shapes for the same PN observed at different telescopes; and (iii) the model fit described below allows us to correct the SB profile of real haloes that are highly contaminated by this instrumental scattered light, making them comparable with the SB profiles obtained through instruments in which scattered light contribution is very small. These points are illustrated in Fig. 3 . On the left, we present the SB profiles for several PNe with 'non-detections', obtained at two different telescopes. They are fairly well fitted, over a notable dynamical range in SB and radius, by a power law of the kind
where a is a constant, and r 0 is roughly the outer radius of the inner nebula. The exponent γ depends only on the instrumentation used, and is found to vary from 1.3 to 2.5 for the telescopes considered. Clearly, instruments with the largest γ value are most suited for imaging PN haloes. The halo emission plus instrumental scattered light in the image of NGC 6826 obtained at the JKT telescope (Fig. 3 , right, dashed line) was modelled using equation (1) with the appropriate γ (dotted line), and subtracted to the observed profile. The cleaned profile (thick solid line) compares very well with the image from the INT (thin solid line), except for the innermost regions where modelling and subtraction are obviously most sensitive to local deviations from the simple empirical law adopted and to any asymmetry in the nebula.
This procedure was applied to all SB profiles of haloes where the contribution of instrumental scattered light was considered to be large, and in particular to all the images taken with the 1-m JKT. Owing to the subjective fit of the scattered light when it is mixed with emission from a real halo, this introduces additional uncertainty in determining the real shape of the SB profile, but still represents an improvement when global properties, such as the mean SB of the haloes, are to be estimated. It is, however, clear that the instrumental diffuse light is the main limitation when detailed comparison with models is planned; to avoid erroneous conclusions, only images in which the scattered light is significantly smaller than the real emission from the halo should be considered. In Figs 17-21, we plot the observed SB profile, while profiles corrected for the instrumental scattered light are shown only for the JKT images of NGC 6826 and 7662; these should be taken with extreme caution. The 'average' SB measured at the edge of the haloes was estimated from the profiles in Figs 17-21 , and is listed in Table 3 . Note that in some objects there are strong SB variations depending on the position angle considered; in these cases, a range of values is indicated. For NGC 6543 and 7009, for which we do not have unsaturated images of their central regions observed with the same instrument as their haloes, a rough average SB was deduced from the original papers (Balick et al. 1992 Table 3 is used only to derive order-ofmagnitude statistical properties of the haloes, the differences above are not significant, and in the following we make no distinction between the Hα+[N II] and [O III] SB.
H A L O P RO P E RT I E S
Basic statistical properties of the haloes, inner nebulae and central stars (CSs) in our PN sample of Table 3 are discussed in the following, and illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Distances of the PNe computed with the Shklovsky method (Shklovsky 1956 ), as well as Zanstra temperatures and luminosities for the CSs were kindly provided by S. K. Górny (private communication); they are available for most PNe with AGB and recombination haloes in our sample, as well as for 'non-detections'. In Table 4 , we have quoted the helium Zanstra temperature T Z (He) and corresponding luminosity. If these are not available, the hydrogen temperature T Z (H) and corresponding luminosity are given.
PNe indicated as 'uncertain cases' in Table 3 are not included in the following statistical plots.
Detection rate and position in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
Excluding the uncertain cases, ionized AGB haloes are found in 60 per cent of elliptical and spherical PNe for which adequately deep images exist. Another 10 per cent show possible recombination haloes. Thus, ionized haloes should be considered as a common morphological component of PNe that has escaped detection so far only because of a lack of adequate imaging.
In the top-left panel of Fig. 4 , the position of the central stars of our PN sample is plotted in the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram. The post-AGB tracks of Blöcker (1995) and Schönberner (1983) for hydrogen-burning stars of various masses are also plotted. Note that these tracks are not representative for the Wolf-Rayet (WR) central stars (indicated by arrows) and the hydrogen-deficient CS of NGC 6543 which are burning helium.
First, we notice that PNe possessing AGB haloes seem to follow the standard mass distribution of the general sample of Galactic PNe, with most masses clumped around 0.6 M (except for the CS of NGC 2392 which has an exceedingly high luminosity, probably due to an incorrect distance determination). Recombination haloes correspond to objects of low luminosity, that are clearly located in the fading part of their post-AGB evolution (even considering the estimated distance uncertainties). This is nothing but one of our criteria to select recombination haloes (see Section 2). Our selection of recombination haloes is supported by the SB of the observed haloes (see Section 5.6) and by the broad, diffuse morphology of the rims of these PNe. Note, however, that there is a low-luminosity object (IC 1454) that we conservatively do not classify among recombination haloes. This is because the CS of IC 1454 is of low mass, i.e. it has a slowly evolving central star for which, according to the models, recombination is not successful in setting up a recombination halo. Specific modelling using accurate information on the basic properties of this object is needed in order to confirm this suggestion.
As expected, CSs of PNe with highly asymmetrical haloes do not show any particular behaviour in the H-R diagram compared to round AGB haloes, supporting the idea that the asymmetry in these haloes might be primarily of external origin (like interaction with the ISM). The sample is however very small.
The case of the 'non-detections' is difficult to understand; these share the same double-shell morphology as those PN with detected haloes, and also the CS parameters cover roughly the same range (see Fig. 4, top-left panel) . There seem to be some hints that nondetections might be located at higher average luminosities (larger CS masses) than the sample of PNe with detected haloes, but the evidence is weak, especially considering the uncertainty in the luminosities (which in turn is mainly the consequence of the uncertainty in the distances). In any case, objects with non-detected AGB haloes are certainly in a similar evolutionary stage as those with AGB haloes, i.e. they are also optically thin as can be judged from the large difference between hydrogen and helium Zanstra temperatures. It is likely that the brightness contrast between halo and core is so large that much deeper exposures are required. It would be extremely important to confirm the existence of haloes also in these cases because this would enable us to quantify differences in the mass-loss history between these two groups of PNe.
Morphology
As anticipated in Section 4.1, a common characteristic of all ionized haloes observed around PNe (both the AGB haloes and the recombination haloes) is that they have a rather sharp edge and display substructures such as knots, filaments, ridges, or azimuthal fluctuations of the SB. Some of them are particularly knotty and filamentary, such as the haloes of IC 2553, IC 4593, NGC 2867, NGC 6543, NGC 7009 and PB 4. At least three (NGC 6578, NGC 6629 and M 1-46) of the six objects listed in Table 3 as highly asymmetrical AGB haloes have a typical morphology, showing a bright ridge resembling a 'bowshock' on the halo side closest to the inner nebula, and fainter, fragmentary emission extended to much larger distance on the opposite side. This 'cometary' geometry resembles the results of the simulations by Villaver (2001) for the evolution of the AGB wind from a star that is moving at moderate or high velocities through a relatively dense ISM. Further notes on individual objects are presented in Section 6.
Double haloes
Four PNe in Table 3 , namely Cn 1-5, IC 2165, NGC 2867 and PB 4, are found to possess two haloes that fulfil our operational definition of AGB haloes. The number might go up to nine, i.e. a nonnegligible fraction of our sample of PNe haloes, if other uncertain cases are included (IC 4593, NGC 40, 3242, 6751 and 7009) . The second, outer halo is only a few times fainter than the first. The size ratio between the two haloes ranges from 1.5 to 4. For two PNe, NGC 2438 and 6720, we propose instead that the inner of their two haloes is a recombination halo, and that the outer halo is an AGB halo. The case of NGC 2438 is discussed in detail by Corradi et al. (2000) .
Wolf-Rayet central stars
Four of the nine PN with double AGB haloes (or possible double haloes) have a WR CS of spectral type WC (see Table 4 ). This might suggest a peculiar mass-loss history for the AGB progenitors of WR CSs, or alternatively a peculiar dynamical evolution of their massloss outflows. However, the situation is quite complex as three PNe with WR stars are also found among 'non-detections', and other objects of this kind are included in the group of uncertain cases.
Note also that the fragmented morphology that is typical of the inner regions of PNe with WR CSs (Acker et al. 2002) is also a common characteristic of their outer haloes, the most remarkable example being NGC 2867. The CS of NGC 6543 is a special case; according to de Koter, Heap & Lanz (1996) it is hydrogen-poor but lacks the very high carbon content which is typical for the WR central stars of WC spectral type (Hamann 1996) .
The origin of the WR phenomenon in PNe is still not well understood, and no clear constraints/suggestions arise from the present study of haloes for this class of stars (see the discussion in Section 5.7). 
Sizes
The distribution of the halo radii, computed using the Shklovsky distances quoted in Table 4 , is presented in Fig. 4 , top-right panel. Circular and slightly elliptical AGB haloes (thick solid line histogram), highly asymmetrical haloes (dashed line narrower histogram) and recombination haloes (shaded histogram) are plotted separately. For highly asymmetrical AGB haloes, the average between the short and long axes of the haloes are indicated.
Most haloes have a radius between 0.2 and 1.3 pc, to be compared with typical radii for the inner rims of one to two tenths of a parsec or less for non-evolved PNe, and up to almost 0.3 pc for very evolved objects (such as those with CSs along the fading tracks in the top-left panel of Fig. 4) . Not displayed in the histogram are the spectacular outer halo of NGC 2867 ( 2 pc), and the even larger halo-like structures around NGC 3242 (Fig. 9) and Sh 2-200 (Fig. 15) , which have record radii of several parsec, but which are classified among the uncertain cases because the origin of these haloes is unclear.
Note that the candidate recombination haloes are, on average, smaller than the AGB haloes, as expected from the models ).
Surface brightness
The histogram of the SB of the haloes relative to the rims (Section 4.1) is displayed in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 4 . Most circular and slightly elliptical AGB haloes have a relative SB 4 × 10 −3 . Slightly higher brightnesses are displayed by the most evolved objects, such as NGC 2438 and IC 1454.
On average, highly asymmetrical AGB haloes also have a SB larger than the circular AGB haloes, up to nearly 10 −2 . Compression by the interaction with the ISM is the most likely explanation for this enhanced emission (e.g. Villaver 2001) .
As predicted by models (Corradi et al. 2000) , recombination haloes are significantly brighter than AGB haloes, having a SB between 0.5 × 10 −2 and 10 × 10 −2 , with little overlap with genuine AGB haloes. Thus, the halo SB is a good indicator that the observed structure is a recombination halo, but must always be corroborated by the position of the CS in the H-R diagram.
Note that the typical SB of the shells 'attached' to the rims is several tenths that of the rims (see Figs 17-21 ) . Thus, in most cases the measure of the SB is a good discriminant between shells and AGB and recombination haloes.
Kinematical ages
Kinematical ages for the inner nebulae, t neb , and for the haloes, t halo , were computed assuming spherical geometry from the apparent sizes, the distances, and the expansion velocities available in the literature.
For the inner nebulae (rims+shells), we adopt the kinematical age of the shell. This is expected to represent the post-AGB age of the PN, i.e. the time elapsed since the central star has left the AGB, better than that of the rim (cf. Schönberner et al. 1997) . When the expansion velocity of the shell is not known, we adopt the velocity of the rim. If no shell is observed, we use both the size and velocity of the rims. If neither the rim velocity is known, a value of 20 km s −1 is adopted; see, for example, Corradi & Schwarz (1995) . This makes t neb in Table 4 quite an inhomogeneous set of data, and the uncertainty in individual objects can be large. Nevertheless, in this framework t neb will only be used to compute the quantity (t halo − t neb ) and, because t neb is always almost one order of magnitude smaller than t halo , the results are not much affected by the uncertainties in its value, which should be considered as a first-order correction for the post-AGB age.
As with haloes, despite excellent recent observational studies such as that by Guerrero et al. (1998) , data on their expansion velocity are scarce for the following main reasons: (i) haloes are faint, and large telescopes and long integration times are needed to obtain good high-resolution spectra; (ii) echelle spectrographs with a long slit able to cover the whole extent of the haloes are available only in a few telescopes worldwide; (iii) even at high resolutions, the front and back velocity components of the expanding haloes are often blended in the strongest emission lines such as Hα. Guerrero et al. (1998) developed a method to recover the halo expansion velocity from blended Hα, and derived velocities ranging from 12 to 28 km s −1 (excluding the uncertain measurements), with an average value of around 20 km s −1 . Other authors (e.g. Chu & Jacoby 1989) found similar or lower expansion velocities, but discrepancies for the same PN for different authors can be significant. In addition, models show that the AGB material is accelerated by ionization , so that the observed halo velocity is not representative of its expansion velocity throughout the PN lifetime. For this reason, and because the observational information is scarce and slightly contradictory, in the following we adopt for all haloes in our sample an expansion velocity of 15 km s −1 , which is the best estimate of the wind velocity at the very end of the AGB evolution when large mass loss of up to 10 −4 M yr −1 occurs (Habing, Tignon & Tielens 1994) . The corresponding kinematical ages t halo , i.e. the time elapsed since the last AGB thermal pulse (see Section 2), are also tabulated in Table 4 .
Having estimated t neb and t halo , we can compute (t halo − t neb ), which is the time elapsed between the last AGB thermal pulse and the time at which the progenitor star has left the AGB. If the time-scale between successive AGB pulses (interpulse time-scale) is known, then (t halo − t neb ) is an estimate of the thermal pulse phase at which progenitors stars have left the AGB. Owing to the uncertainties in the distances and expansion velocities, for the time being this exercise can be performed only on a statistical sense, and not for individual objects. This is presented in the histogram in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 4 . We exclude from the plot the kinematical ages of the outermost halo for PNe with double AGB haloes, which are briefly discussed at the end of this section. Recombination haloes are also not plotted there, because their kinematical ages are meaningless as their formation is not related to any mass-loss event from the progenitor stars. Fig. 4 shows that (t halo − t neb ) for circular and slightly elliptical AGB haloes ranges between 15 000 and 60 000 yr, with a peak between 30 000 and 40 000 yr. Considering that most CSs have masses around 0.6 M (Fig. 4, top-left panel) , and that the interpulse time-scale for such a core mass is ∼90 000 yr (Blöcker 1995) , the observed ages of the AGB haloes confirm the conclusion of Schönberner (1981) that most of the PNe have left the AGB far from a thermal pulse, at a phase at which hydrogen burning is the dominant energy source; see also Blöcker (2003) . This conclusion is unaltered if slightly different halo expansion velocities or distances are adopted, or if the post-AGB stellar evolutionary models by Vassiliadis & Wood (1993 , 1994 are used. Thus, most PNe in our sample have hydrogen-burning CSs, except for the hydrogendeficient WR central stars and the CS of NGC 6543 which must be burning helium.
An appealing possibility for explaining the helium-burning post-AGB stars is that they have left the AGB during or very close to a helium-shell flash; see the discussion by Herwig (2001) . In this case, the age of the visible AGB halo is expected to correspond to the full thermal pulse cycle length (approximately 90 000 yr for M = 0.6 M ), while the signature of the final flash is probably wiped out during the formation of the nebula. However, out of the three helium-burning objects in our sample (Cn 1-5, NGC 2867, NGC 6543) only NGC 6543 (halo kinematical age t halo − t neb ≈ 85 000 yr) is consistent with this scenario. Note that the adopted distance of 1.7 kpc (and thus the kinematical age) might possibly overestimate the real one; see, for example, the distance of 1.0 kpc obtained measuring the expansion parallax of the nebula (Reed et al. 1999 ). In the figure, highly asymmetrical AGB haloes seem to show lower kinematical ages than circular and mildly elliptical AGB haloes. This might be a result of slowing of the haloes by the interaction with the ISM.
Our results are substantially different from those of Trimble & Sackmann (1978) , Frank et al. (1994) and Hajian et al. (1997) . In all these works, in spite of slightly different interpretations, the age difference between the halo and the inner nebula is considered to be a measure of the interpulse time-scale, while we conclude that this is not true because the inner nebula is not shaped by a thermal pulse (see Section 2). Thus, the 'time-scale correlation method' proposed by Hajian et al. (1997) does not seem to be a correct distance indicator, unless two AGB haloes corresponding to the last two AGB thermal pulses are observed in the same PN. If we assume that this is the case for the PNe in our sample with double haloes, we obtain that the halo-halo age difference is some 20 000 to 30 000 yr for Cn 1-5 (WR CS), IC 2165 and PB4 (assuming the same expansion velocity of 15 km s −1 for the outer halo). This might suggest core masses above 0.6 M (having relatively shorter interpulse time-scales) for these PNe with double haloes, although no clear conclusion can be drawn because of the very limited sample. For NGC 2867 (also with a WR CS), the halo-halo age difference is estimated to be ∼110 000 yr, but this figure should be taken with extreme caution because of the highly asymmetrical and uncertain geometries of both haloes.
N OT E S O N I N D I V I D UA L O B J E C T S
Newly discovered haloes and peculiar cases are briefly discussed in the following.
Cn 1-5. The first, markedly limb-brightened halo around this PN was barely visible in the short NTT images by Schwarz et al. (1992) . Our new deep NTT images provide a much better detection of this halo, and reveal the existence of a fainter, second halo nearly twice as large as the first.
IC 1747. A string of knots, indicated by arrows in Fig. 5 , is found to the west and south-west of the inner nebula. They might be part of a fragmentary halo. In addition, huge east-west filaments are visible south of the PN in the Hα image. Further observations are needed to understand whether they are ionized material lost by the progenitor star, or just ISM, possibly ionized by the PN itself.
IC 2165. A nice double halo, similar to the case of Cn 1-5, is found around this PN in our new NTT images. Both haloes are quite round and markedly limb-brightened, especially in the Hα+ [N II] image. In the same image, a series of knots on the edge of the inner halo are found to correspond to a system of radial structures departing from the innermost regions and extending out into the second halo. NGC 2867. The excellent seeing in our NTT images (0.4 arcsec) shows that the inner nebula is highly fragmented, and so is the surrounding, double AGB halo. The inner halo (Fig. 8, middle panels) is moderately asymmetrical, with the brightest ridge towards the south, while the outer halo (Fig. 8, lower panel) is highly asymmetrical, being observed only towards the north. The most notable characteristic of the nebula and haloes are the radial structures that are observed both close to the inner nebula, as well as in the huge, outermost halo. This is definitely the best example of such a characteristic, which is common to a number of PNe and clearly deserves future studies. This PN has a WR CS.
NGC 3242. The environment around the rim and shell of this wellstudied PN is quite complex. A first halo with a radius of 97 arcsec, with mild limb brightening, is seen in our deep INT images (Fig. 9 , inset at the top-right of the image of NGC 3242; see also Meaburn, López & Noriega-Crespo Meaburn 2000) . On a much larger scale, a highly asymmetrical and filamentary ionized halo is also observed. The brightest portion of this halo located up to 15 arcmin to the west/south-west of the central body of NGC 3242 was discussed by Meaburn et al. (2000) , who concluded that the gas is photoionized by leaking radiation from NGC 3242. Radial velocities of this giant arc, however, are 16 km s −1 different from the systemic velocity of the PN (Meaburn, et al. 2000) , and thus inconsistent with the idea that it is the edge of a simple spherical shell expanding radially from the PN. Our deep wide-field observations reveal that this giant structure is not confined to the west of NGC 3242, but also extends towards the south and south-east (with possible fainter patches to the north-east as well). The halo is clearly connected to the inner regions of the PN by a complex system of filamentary structures, and its size exceeds the field of view of the INT mosaic camera (putting a lower limit to its radius of 1000 arcsec on its southern side). Moreover, the bright western portion of this huge halo displays radial 'rays' that point back to the nucleus, in a similar way as for NGC 2867 and other PNe discussed in this section. Finally, two or three intriguing faint arcs can be observed to the north-east of the inner nebula and first halo.
A Shklovsky distance of 1.6 kpc has been adopted for NGC 3242, which would make the giant halo-like structure >8 pc in radius. With a shorter distance (e.g. 0.5 kpc; Meaburn et al. 2000) , it would still have a record radius of >2.5 pc.
NGC 3587. We tentatively classify the halo of this nebula as a recombination halo, on the basis of the evolved appearance of the nebula, the position of the CS in the H-R diagram, and the relatively high SB of the halo. Note, however, that the halo is limb brightened in [O III] but not in Hα+[N II], contrary to the recombination halo of NGC 2438 (Corradi et al. 2000) .
NGC 3918. We have discovered a round halo with a radius of 60 arcsec around this bright, asymmetrical PN. The halo is limbbrightened to the north, where it also shows several knots. But the most interesting characteristic of the halo is the series of concentric rings and radial 'rays' observed in its inner region (Fig. 10 , bottomleft panel). They are also observed in HST images (B. Balick, private communication). The rings are very similar to those found in NGC 6543 (Balick, Wilson & Hajian 2001 ) and other PNe and protoplanetary nebulae. In fact, the similarity with NGC 6543 is notable, as about 10 rings (the same number as in NGC 6543) are visible both in Hα and [O III], and can be followed out to a distance from the CS between 30 and 35 arcsec (also as in NGC 6543). In NGC 3918, at this distance the system of rings seems to have a definite but slightly non-circular outer edge (Fig. 10, middle-right panel) . The thickness of each ring of NGC 3918 is approximately 2.5 arcsec (as for NGC 6543 too). We conjecture that these rings are the relics of concentric shells caused by dust-induced instabilities in the AGB wind (cf. Simis, Icke & Dominik 2001) .
Finally, the polar jet found by Corradi et al. (1999) NGC 6578. This PN has a newly discovered, highly asymmetrical halo with a cometary shape very similar to that of NGC 6629, with a 'bow-shock' on the halo side closest to the inner nebula, and fainter, fragmentary emission extended to much larger distance on the opposite side. Our deep images also show that the PN is embedded in a large, filamentary H II region.
PB 4. This is another case of a newly discovered, double PN halo. The inner halo is brighter, and structured in Hα+ [N II] while the outer halo is more asymmetrical and fragmentary, although the signal-to-noise ratio is quite low in our deep images.
Sh 2-200. From visual inspection of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey plates, Hartl & Weinberger (1987) suggested the existence of a large halo around the evolved PN Sharpless 2-200. We obtained deep CCD images with the Wide Field Camera of the 2.5-m INT telescope, highlighting the detailed structure of the nebula (Fig. 15) .
The inner nebula appears as a diffuse, low SB circle filled with a number of parallel straight lanes, and surrounded by a filamentary circular pattern of emission. With a SB about 10 times fainter, extended emission is indeed found around the inner nebula. It has a roughly circular geometry (but the western side is much fainter than the eastern side) and a radius of ∼900 arcsec, or 2.6 pc for a distance of 600 pc (Hartl & Weinberger 1987) . The data available so far do not allow us to state whether it belongs to the PN, or is just ISM seen in projection or ionized by the PN. Both the inner nebula and the 'halo' show parallel stripes; most notably, they are directed perpendicularly to the Galactic plane, perhaps suggesting an action of the Galactic magnetic field in the shaping of the nebula and its halo (Dgani & Soker 1998) .
S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
The image data base presented in this paper is a basic observational resource for the investigation of faint extended structures in PNe. In this paper, we have presented the sample, proposed a classification of the observed haloes on the basis of the predictions of theory, and discussed the statistical properties of the PNe haloes. Forthcoming papers will be dedicated to a detailed modelling of individual objects.
The whole data base is made available to the astronomical community at http://www.ing.iac.es/∼rcorradi/HALOES/. The data base contains the original, reduced images from the different sources (in FITS format), the grey-scale representations presented in the atlas (JPEG), as well as a few colour compositions of the most spectacular objects (JPEG/PDF). It is also planned to update the data base with images that will be taken in the future.
